
THE IMPACT OF BARBIE ON TEENAGE BODY PERCEPTION

But does the science really show that Barbies affect children's body image make women and teenage girls more
dissatisfied with themselves.

Results indicated that these little girls exposed to Barbie had lower self esteem and poorer body image than
those in the comparison groups. I never felt guilty about Barbieâ€”she could take care of herself. As a mother
myself now, I see where my mom was coming from. When Barbie began to gain more popularity, feminists
fought against it, claiming that the doll encouraged girls to look at themselves as either mannequins, sex
objects or housekeepers. In general, the older the girl, the greater likelihood that she is dissatisfied with her
body, which points to the wealth of media emphasizing the thin idea and typical Western beauty standards, of
which Barbie is just one example. Barbie never got married; she was a career woman who loved her
independence. Her body fat percentage would be so low that she would not be able to menstruate and her
measurements would be  Introduction: Manufactured by the American toy company Mattel, Barbie has
become the most famous and popular doll in the world. After all, how can we expect a toy to represent and
convey human values, much less help nurture complex emotions? These ideals can come in many forms
including fashion models, singers and actresses, video game characters and toys. And while Mattel is at the
proverbial drawing board, they might as well re-think their strategy around Ken, the overly muscular
boyfriend and normalize him as well. It is further attributed and influenced by the materials provided for them
to play on. But churning out dolls in new shapes and colors does not address the key issue that the focus is still
on our bodies, our exteriors. The German doll, named Bild Lilli, had the adult features that matched exactly
what she had in mind for her new toy idea. The very youngest girls may not yet think to compare Barbie's
shape with their own. Everyday teenage girls and women are victim with a narrow definition of beauty, which
is only limited in physical appearance. In fact, paired with the statistic that children as young as six can be
affected by body dysmorphia, many studies have linked toys with the influence of current and future
self-worth. According to Sabrina Thomas, Academic Dean for Social Studies at Duke University, dolls that
look like us can help children build an identity and sense of self. Her body proportions are not possible and her
look only relates to less than half of the human population. Featured image credit: Girl looking like doll. But
that very lack of specific personality also leaves her open to interpretation, for the immeasurable power of
girls to imagine many different ways of being. Just check how the drop-down menu on the Barbie website
prompts us to search by body-type category. The New Barbie Dolls Mattel, the toy company that makes
Barbie, announced that in it would begin introducing new dolls with diverse body types, including, tall, petite
and curvy dolls. If you want a picture to show with your comment, go get a gravatar. Their website features
videos of little girls talking about how they see the traditional Barbie and how they see the more realistic dolls,
with the upshot being that they see more of themselves in Lammily and think she looks more approachable
and like a regular person. She has worn saris , South African neck rings , and cheongsams. Over time, these
conversations have led to shrinking sales of the once popular doll. Kenneth and Mamie Clark in the s
discovered that toys can actually contribute to a sense of inferiority within young children. Please Ignore
Speak your mind. About 90 percent of those with eating disorders are young women between the ages of 12
and  One study showed that girls who played with Barbie reported lower body image satisfaction and a greater
desire to be thinner than the girls who played with a curvier doll or no doll at all.


